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SOME H1F-GROUPS WITH UNBOUNDED TORSION AND
A CONJECTURE OF KROPHOLLER AND MISLIN
GIOVANNI GANDINI AND BRITA E.A. NUCINKIS
Abstract. Kropholler and Mislin conjectured that groups acting admissibly
on a finite-dimensional G-CW-complex with finite stabilisers admit a finite-
dimensional model for EFG, the classifying space for proper actions. This
conjecture is known to hold for groups with bounded torsion. In this note
we consider a large class of groups U containing the above and many known
examples with unbounded torsion. We show that the conjecture holds for a
large subclass of U .
1. Introduction
Let G be a group and denote by F the class of finite groups. A G-CW-complex
X is a classifying space for proper actions of G, or a model for EFG , if the fixed
point subcomplex XK is contractible for every finite subgroup K of G, and empty
otherwise. Examples for EFG abound, see for example Lu¨ck’s survey article [41].
Generalisations of the constructions of Milnor [45] and Segal [54] yield a model for
EFG for every group G. However, these constructions lead to infinite models. The
minimal dimension of a model for EFG , denoted gdFG is called the Bredon geometric
dimension of G. The most natural algebraic counterpart is Bredon cohomology. In
Bredon cohomology there is a well-defined notion of cohomological dimension. For
a group G, the Bredon cohomological dimension, cdFG plays a role analogous to
that of the integral cohomological dimension cdG in ordinary group cohomology. In
particular, cdFG is finite if and only if gdFG is finite [39]. Since both dimensions are
often very difficult to compute, various authors have proposed alternative geometric
and algebraic invariants to guarantee the finiteness of cdFG, and partial results
have been proved, see for example [24, 4, 50].
The first of these invariants are silpG and spliG, the supremum of the injective
lengths of the projective modules and the supremum of the projective lengths of
injective modules respectively, introduced by Gedrich and Gruenberg [23] in a
different context.
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In 1993 Kropholler introduced the class HF of hierarchically decomposable groups
[29]. The class HF is defined as the smallest class of groups containing the class F
and which contains a group G whenever there is an admissible action of G on a
finite-dimensional contractible cell complex for which all isotropy groups already
belong to HF. The class HF can also be defined transfinitely. Classes of groups with a
hierarchical decomposition defined in terms of suitable actions on finite-dimensional
complexes appeared previously in the literature, see for examples [2, 27]. The class
of main importance for this note is the class H1F [29], the first step in the hierarchy.
A group belongs to H1F if there is a finite-dimensional contractible G-CW-complex
X with cell stabilisers in F. Clearly every group with finite Bredon geometric
dimension lies in H1F, yet it is still unknown whether the converse holds:
Conjecture 1 (Kropholler-Mislin, [24, 46]). Every H1F-group G admits a finite-
dimensional model for EFG .
From a result proved independently by Bouc [9] and Kropholler-Wall [35] it follows
that the augmented cellular chain complex CpXq of a finite-dimensional contractible
G-CW-complex with finite stabilisers splits whenever restricted to a finite subgroup
of G.
Group cohomology relative to a G-set ∆, called F-cohomology was introduced in
order to algebraically mimic the splitting property of H1F-groups [49]. Let ∆ be a
G-set satisfying
∆H  H ðñ H P F .
Relative cohomology with respect to all finite subgroups is obtained via resolutions of
Z using direct summands of modules of the form MbZ∆, which split when restricted
to every finite subgroup. One can now define the F-cohomological dimension of a
group, denoted F cdG, as the shortest length of such a resolution. In particular,
it turns out that F cdG  n if and only if there is a resolution by permutation
modules with finite stabilisers, which splits when restricted to all finite subgroups.
Hence, whenever a group G admits a finite-dimensional model for EFG or belongs
to H1F, it has finite F cdG. For detail the reader is referred to [49, 50]. It is still an
open question whether groups of finite F-cohomological dimension belong to H1F.
A related invariant is the Gorenstein dimension of the group. A ZG-module M is
said to be Gorenstein projective if it admits a complete resolution in the strong
sense, i.e. an acyclic complex of projective modules
P :    Ñ Pn 1 Ñ Pn Ñ    Ñ P0 Ñ P1 Ñ P2 Ñ   
where P0M ãÑP1, and HomZGpP, Qq is acyclic for every ZG-projective module
Q. We say a group has finite Gorenstein dimension, GcdG   8, if the trivial module
Z has a finite length resolution by Gorenstein-projectives. This notion goes back to
Auslander [3] and was recently developed in [4, 13] in the context we are considering
here.
Theorem 1.1. [23, 4, 19, 50] For every group G we have
F cdG   8 ùñ silpG  spliG   8 ðñ GcdG   8.
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Lu¨ck [40] defined a further invariant: Let d ¥ 0 be an integer. We say a group
satisfies the property bpdq, if whenever a ZG-module M is projective when restricted
to a finite subgroup, then pdZGM ¤ d. A group satisfies Bpdq if for every finite
subgroup K, the Weyl-group WK  NGpKq{K satisfies bpdq. This ties in very
closely with the ring BpG,Zq of bounded functions from G to Z having finite
projective dimension as a ZG-module. In particular, BpG,Zq is projective when
restricted to a finite subgroup of G, [34]. Furthermore,
Proposition 1.2. [33, Lemma 7.3] [5, Theorem 5.7] Let G be a group and let d ¥ 0
be an integer.
(1) G satisfies Bpdq implies that pdZGBpG,Zq ¤ d.
(2) For every finite subgroup K of G, we have pdZWK BpWK,Zq ¤ pdZGBpG,Zq.
(3) If G P HF then pdZGBpG,Zq ¤ d implies G satisfies Bpdq.
This links with the above invariants as follows:
Proposition 1.3. [50, Theorem 4.4] [11, Theorem C]
(1) F cdG ¤ d ùñ G satisfies Bpdq
(2) If G P HF, then silpG   8 ùñ pdZGBpG,Zq   8.
The validity of Kropholler and Mislin’s Conjecture 1 has been verified in several
cases, but a general approach is still missing. In particular, it is known to hold for
groups with a bound on the orders of its finite subgroups.
Theorem 1.4. [33, Theorem B]Let G P HF such that pdZGBpG,Zq   8 and that G
has a bound on the orders of its finite subgroups. Then G admits a finite-dimensional
model for EFG .
In particular, let G P H1F with a bound on the lengths of its finite subgroups. Then
G admits a finite-dimensional model for EFG .
The bound given by Kropholler and Mislin is exponential in pdZGBpG,Zq. Lu¨ck
gives a linear bound in d for groups satisfying Bpdq for some d. The length of
a finite subgroup H of G is the supremum of the lengths of all nested sequences
t1u  H0   H1   H2     Hl  H of finite subgroups such that Hi  Hi 1 for all
i  0, . . . , l  1.
Theorem 1.5. [40, Theorem 1.10] Let G be a group satisfying Bpdq for some
integer d ¥ 0. Furthermore, suppose there is a bound l on the lengths of all finite
subgroups of G. Then G admits a model for EFG of dimension less or equal to
maxt3, du   lpd  1q.
Proposition 1.3 and Theorem 1.5 led the second author to make the following
conjecture:
Conjecture 2. [50] Every group of finite F-cohomological dimension admits a
finite-dimensional model for EFG .
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By considering invariants related to silpG and spliG, see also Theorem 1.1 above,
Talelli made the following conjecture:
Conjecture 3. [56] Every group with silpG finite admits a finite-dimensional model
for EFG .
Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 imply, that to verify any of the above conjectures it remains to
consider groups with unbounded torsion. There are plenty of examples of groups with
unbounded torsion satisfying the above conjecture. For example, every countable
locally finite group acts on a tree with finite stabilisers. Furthermore, lamplighter
groups are covered by the work of Flores and the second author on elementary
amenable groups [20]. On the other hand, fix a prime p, and then let tPiuiPI be
an infinite family of finite p-groups of strictly increasing orders, then the group
G  iPI Pi has no bound on the length of its finite subgroups and is non-amenable.
Nonetheless, G acts on a tree with finite stabilisers. In this note we introduce a
class of groups that contains all of the above, and discuss the validity of Kropholler
and Mislin’s conjecture as well as those by Talelli and the second author within this
class.
Definition 1.6. We define U to be be the smallest class of groups containing all
groups satisfying condition Bpdq for some integer d ¥ 0 and having a bound on
the orders of their finite subgroups, which is closed under taking extensions and
fundamental groups of graphs of groups.
The class U contains all groups of finite virtual cohomological dimension, Gromov
hyperbolic groups, Burnside groups of large odd exponent, and more generally, all
groups of finite Bredon cohomological dimension with a bound on the orders of
their finite subgroups. Furthermore it contains all countable locally finite groups,
lamplighter groups, Houghton’s groups [26], all countable elementary amenable
groups, countable free products of finite groups and Dunwoody’s inaccessible group
[17].
We begin by showing that the class U admits a natural hierarchical decomposition
over the ordinals and establish some of its basic properties. We prove that Kropholler
and Mislin’s conjecture as well as those of Talelli and Nucinkis hold within a subclass
Uω0 of U containing all the above examples.
Theorem. Every H1 F-group contained in the class U

ω0 admits a finite-dimensional
classifying space for proper actions.
Acknowledgements. The authors thank the referee for their helpful comments
and suggestions, and for pointing out an improvement to our bound in the Lemma
in Remark 3.6.
2. The class U and its hierarchy
Given a class of groups X, define F1X to be the class consisting of those groups,
which are isomorphic to a fundamental group of a graph of groups in X. Let I
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be the class consisting of the trivial group, then F1I is the class of free groups.
Furthermore, if X  Y then X  F1X  F1Y.
Let X and Y be classes of groups. We denote by XY the class of groups, which are
extensions of groups in X by groups in Y.
Definition 2.1. Let B denote the class of groups satisfying condition Bpdq for
some integer d ¥ 0, which have a bound on the orders of their finite subgroups. We
define:
 U0  J
 Uα  pF1 Uα1qB if α is a successor ordinal,
 Uα 

β α Uβ if α is a limit ordinal.
The class U is defined as U 

α¥0 Uα.
Remark 2.2. U1  pF1IqB  B.
This follows from the fact that any finite extension of a free group admits a 1-
dimensional model for EFG . Now apply [40, Theorem 3.1] to give a finite-dimensional
model for EFG for any group in U1, implying that it satisfies Bpd
1q for some d1.
Since G is an extension of a torsion-free group by a group with bounded torsion, it
has a bound on the orders of its finite subgroups.
Lemma 2.3. The class U coincides with the class U .
Proof. Clearly U  U and U is closed under taking fundamental groups of graphs of
groups. In order to show U  U we need only to verify that the class U is extension
closed. By Bass-Serre theory it follows that if G{N acts on a tree T , then G has an
action on T such that N acts trivially. Hence, if X and Y are two classes of groups
then XpF1Yq  F1pXYq. We argue by induction on β to show Uα Uβ  Uα β . If
β  1 then by Lemma 2.2 Uα U1  UαB  pF1 UαqB  Uα 1.
 Suppose β is a successor ordinal, β  γ   1.
Uα Uβ  UαppF1 UγqBq
 pUαpF1 UγqqB (by universality, [53, pg. 2])
 pF1pUα UγqqB (by the above)
 pF1pUα γqqB (by induction)
 Uα β .
 Suppose β be a limit ordinal, then Uβ 

γ β Uγ .
Uα Uβ  Uαp
¤
γ β
Uγq

¤
γ β
Uα Uγ

¤
γ β
Uα γ (by induction)
 Uα β .
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
Proposition 2.4. The class U is closed under taking free products with amalgama-
tion, HNN-extensions, countable directed unions, extensions and subgroups.
Proof. It is obvious that U is closed under taking free products with amalgamation
and HNN-extensions. If G is a countable directed union of groups in U then G acts
on a tree with stabilisers conjugate to groups in the directed system [30, Lemma
3.2.3] and so G P U. In Lemma 2.3 it is shown that the class U is closed under
taking extensions.
For any class of groups X we write G P SX if G ¤ K P X. Note that SF1X  F1SX; in
fact if G P SF1X, G is a subgroup of a group K that acts on a tree T with stabilisers
in X and so T is a G-tree with stabilisers that are subgroups of the stabilisers of
the K-tree T . Clearly if a class X is subgroup closed then SF1X  F1X and note
that the class B is subgroup closed. A transfinite induction as in Lemma 2.3 yields
that SU  U. The main observation here is the following: Let G P Uα; then any
subgroup of G is an extension of a subgroup of a group in F1 Uα1 by a subgroup of
a group in B. 
For a class of groups X, let FX be the smallest class of groups containing the class
X, and which contains a group G whenever G can be realised as the fundamental
group of a graph of groups already in FX. The class FF was considered by Richard
J. Platten in his PhD thesis. Note that the classes FB and FF differ. Obviously,
any non-trivial group of finite cohomological dimension with Serre’s property FA
does not belong to FF but it lies in B; examples of such groups appear in [52].
Lemma 2.5. U  HF, FB  U and U is not closed under taking quotients.
Proof. B  H1 F. Any group acting on a tree with stabilisers in HF obviously lies
in HF, and HF is extension closed by [29, 2.3]. In particular U  HF.
Let H be a non-trivial finite group and let P be Pride’s group of cohomological
dimension equal to two with Serre’s property FA [52]. Clearly the group G  H o P
has no bound on the lengths of its finite subgroups and it lies in U2 zU1. By [12]
the group G has Serre’s property FA, it does not lie in B and so G R FB. Note
that cdQG ¤ 3. We recall that the rational cohomological dimension of a group
G, denoted by cdQG, is defined as the projective dimension over QG of the trivial
module Q.
Since the class of free groups Fr is contained in B and U  HF it is enough to give
an example of a finitely generated group that does not belong to HF. The first
Grigorchuk group is a 3-generator group but it is does not lie in HF [21]. Another
classical example of such a group is given by the Thompson group F [7, 29]. 
3. Groups in U satisfying pdZGBpG,Zq   8
We start by recalling some basic facts about Bredon cohomology. Let G be a
group and denote by OFG the orbit category, that is the category having as objects
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transitive G-sets with finite stabilisers and as morphisms the G-maps. A Bredon-
module is a contravariant functor Mpq : OFG Ñ Ab. The category of Bredon-
modules is an abelian category and has enough projectives. In particular, projectives
are direct summands of direct sums of Bredon-modules of the form Zr, G{Ks,
where K P F and rG{H,G{Ks denotes the set of all morphisms G{H Ñ G{K.
Bredon cohomology groups HnFpG,q are now computed via projective resolutions
of the constant Bredon module Zpq  Z. For background the reader is referred to
[39], and for a survey to [46].
Theorem 3.1. [42, Theorem 0.1] Let G be a group of finite Bredon cohomological
dimension. Then G admits a model for EFG of dimension maxt3, cdFGu.
There now follows a basic lemma in Bredon cohomology, which has also been proved
in [16, Corollary 4.7] using spectral sequences. Let H be a subgroup of G. We then
have a functor
IH : OF,HH Ñ OF,GG
H{K ÞÑ G{K,
where F, H and F, G denote the families of finite subgroups of H and G respectively.
Lemma 3.2. Let T be a G-tree with edge set E 

iPI LizG and vertex set
V 

jPJ NjzG. Then there is a Mayer-Vietoris sequence:
   Ñ HnFpG,q Ñ
à
jPJ
HnFpNj , resINj q
Ñ
à
iPI
HnFpLi, resILj q Ñ H
n 1
F pG,q Ñ . . .
Proof. By Corollary 3.4 in [32] the augmented Bredon cell complex
Zr, Es ãÑZr, V sZ
is a short exact sequence of OG-modules. Now applying the long exact sequence in
Bredon cohomology we obtain
   Ñ ExtnFpZ,q Ñ
à
jPJ
ExtnFpZr, NjzGs,q
Ñ
à
iPI
ExtnFpZr, LizGs,q Ñ Ext
n 1
F pZ,q Ñ . . .
We show that ExtnF,GpZr, HzGs,q  Ext
n
F,HpZ,q.
[55, Lemma 2.7] implies that Zr, HzGs  indIH Z. From the adjoint isomorphism
it follows that induction along IH is left adjoint to restriction along IH :
morF,GpindIH Z,q  morF,HpZ, resIH q.
Hence the result follows. 
Corollary 3.3. Let T be a G-tree with vertex set V 

jPJ NjzG. If there is a
non-negative integer n such that cdFNi ¤ n for all i, then cdFG ¤ n  1.
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.2. 
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Let X be a class of groups admitting a finite-dimensional model for EFG , and let
FBX be the class of groups consisting of those groups which are isomorphic to a
fundamental group of a graph of groups in X, such that, for all vertex groupsGλ, there
is a finite bound B on the differences between pdZGBpGλ,Zq and cdFGλ. Note that
for every integer m ¥ 1 there are examples of groups such that pdZGBpG,Zq  2m
yet cdFG  3m [38].
Definition 3.4. We now define a subclass of U using the above closure operation.
We define:
 U0  I
 Uα  pFB U

α1qB if α   ω0,
 Uω0 

β ω0
Uβ .
Theorem 3.5. Let G be a group in Uω0 such that pdZGBpG,Zq   8. Then G
admits a finite-dimensional model for EFG .
In particular, every H1 F-group contained in the class U

ω0 admits a finite-dimensional
model for EFG .
Proof. In light of Lu¨ck’s Theorem 3.1 it suffices to show that G has finite Bredon
cohomological dimension.
Suppose G P Uα and pdZGBpG,Zq  n. If α is finite, then G is an extension
N ãÑGQ withN P FB Uα1 andQ P B. It follows from [11] that pdZN BpN,Zq ¤
pdZGBpG,Zq  n. Hence every vertex group Nλ of the graph of groups associated
to N has pdZNλ BpNλ,Zq ¤ n, and Bredon cohomological dimension bounded by
n B. By Corollary 3.3 we have that cdFN ¤ n B  1. Since Q is in B, we have
that cdFQ   8 and that Q has a bound t on the orders of its finite subgroups. An
application of [40, Theorem 3.1] gives that cdFG ¤ tpn B  1q   cdFQ   8.
Now suppose α  ω0 and G P U

ω0  p

β ω0
Uβq. Hence G P U

β for some finite β
and we apply the above. 
The examples in [38] show, that in general t  1.
Remark 3.6. One might be tempted to define a slightly larger class of groups by
replacing “bound on the orders of the finite subgroups” by “bound on the lengths
of the finite subgroups” throughout. Let B1 denote the class of groups satisfying
condition Bpdq for some integer d ¥ 0, which have a bound on the lengths of their
finite subgroups. We then define U1 as above. This gives a class equivalent to U 1 also
defined analogously to the above. But for this class, we cannot use an analogous
argument to that of Theorem 3.5, as Lu¨ck’s Theorem [40, Theorem 3.1] requires the
quotient group to have a bound on the orders of the finite subgroups. We have the
following analogue to Remark 2.2:
Lemma. Let H ãÑGQ be a group extension, where H is torsion-free of finite
cohomological dimension cdH  n and Q satisfies Bpdq for some integer d ¥ 0
and has a bound l on the lengths of its finite subgroups. Then G admits a finite-
dimensional model for EFG of dimension maxt3, l   n  du.
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In particular, U11  pF1IqB
1  B1.
Proof. The first assertion is basically a special case of [43, Corollary 5.2]. Every
finite subgroup of G is isomorphic to a finite subgroup of Q with length bounded
by l. Hence, every finite extension Γ of H is virtually torsion-free and the lengths
of the finite subgroups are bounded by l. Hence, by [40, Theorem 6.4] Γ admits a
maxt3, nu   l-dimensional model for EFΓ. By 1.5 Q admits a maxt3, du   lpd  1q-
dimensional model for EFQ. Now apply [43, Corollary 5.2] giving a maxt3, nu  
maxt3, du   lpd  2q-dimensional model for EFG .
This bound can be improved to that of the claim as follows: [4, Theorem 2.7] and
[56, Proposition 2.3] imply that pdZQBpQ,Zq  GcdQ  m ¤ d. Now one can use
[4, Theorem 2.8], which states that GcdG ¤ GcdH GcdQ  cdH GcdQ, hence
GcdG ¤ n m. Since, by the above, cdFG   8, and in particular pdZGBpG,Zq  
8, a further application of [4, Theorem 2.7] yields that pdZGBpG,Zq  GcdG. We
now apply [44, Theorem 3.10], to get that cdFG ¤ pdZGBpG,Zq   l ¤ n  d  l as
required.
Now let G P U1. Hence it is an extension of a free group by a group Q in B. By the
above, G admits a finite-dimensional model for EFG , hence satisfies Bpd
1q for some
d1, and has a bound on the lengths of its finite subgroups. 
Theorem 3.7. Suppose that there exists a function ρ : NÑ N such that gdFG ¤
ρppdZGBpG,Zqq for every group G of finite Bredon cohomological dimension. Then
every group in U such that pdZGBpG,Zq   8 admits a finite-dimensional model
for EFG .
In particular, in this case, Kropholler and Mislin’s conjecture holds inside U.
Proof. This can be proved similarly to Theorem 3.5, using transfinite induction.
Let G P U such that pdZGBpG,Zq  n. We prove that cdFG ¤ ρpnq. The claim
is obviously true for G P U0 and G P U1. Now let G P Uα . If α is a successor
ordinal, we have, as above that G is an extension N ãÑGQ with N a graph
of groups Nλ P Uα1. Now by induction, cdFNλ ¤ ρpnq and hence, as above,
cdFG ¤ tpρpnq   1q   cdFQ   8. Hence, by assumption cdFG ¤ ρpnq.
For α a limit ordinal we have that G P Uβ for some β   α and we are done. 
Remark 3.8. Every group admitting a finite model for EFG lies in B, as these
have finitely many conjugacy classes of finite subgroups [40]. This includes free
groups, Gromov-hyperbolic groups [48], OutpFnq, where Fn is a free group of rank n
[57], mapping class groups [47] and elementary amenable groups of type FP8 [32].
Examples 3.1. We list further examples of groups in U.
(1) Countable locally free groups belong to U1 as they are torsion-free of Bredon-
cohomological dimension ¤ 2.
(2) Free Burnside groups Bpm,nq of large odd exponent lie in U1 zU0. It is
known by [1] that Bpm,nq are infinite for large enough exponent and that
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they have a bound on the orders of their finite subgroups. By [28] they
admit an action on a contractible 2-dimensional CW-complex with cyclic
stabilisers and hence are contained in B zI.
Hence Petrosyan’s class N cellpP6q  U. If G P N cellpP6q, then either it
contains a free subgroup on two generators or it is countable elementary
amenable [51, Theorem 3.9]. A finitely generated infinite periodic group
cannot be elementary amenable, therefore free Burnside groups of large odd
exponent are not contained in N cellpP6q but they belong to B.
(3) U2 contains all countable abelian groups, and U contains all countable
elementary amenable groups. Every finitely generated abelian group lies
in B and so every countable abelian group G can be realised as a group
acting on a tree with finitely generated abelian stabilisers and so G P U2.
Clearly B contains all finite groups and U is closed under taking countable
directed unions and so it contains all countable locally finite groups. By
Proposition 2.4, U is closed under taking extensions and so it contains all
countable elementary amenable groups.
(4) Let tFiuiPI be an infinite countable ordered family of finite subgroups such
that |Fi|   |Fi 1|. If G  iPI Fi, then G P U2 zU1. G has no bound on
the orders of its finite subgroups but it is realised as the fundamental group
of a graph of finite groups, and so G P U2 zU1.
(5) For every n, Houghton’s groups Hn lie in U2 zU1. The group Hn is isomorphic
to an extension of the infinite countable finitary symmetric group Θ by
Zn1. The group Θ is countable [15, Exercise 8.1.3] and locally finite. Hence
Θ P F1 U1 and Hn P U2.
(6) Dunwoody’s inaccessible group D lies in U3 [17].
The group D is the fundamental group of a graph X of groups. Every
edge group is finite and the only non-finite vertex group is isomorphic to a
free product with amalgamation Qn Hω H. Where Qn is the fundamental
group of an infinite graph of groups with all finite edge and vertex groups,
Hω is an infinite countable locally finite group, hence lies in U2 zU1. H
is isomorphic to a semidirect product of the infinite finitary symmetric
group on a countable set by an infinite cyclic group, hence H P U2 zU1. It
is clear from the construction that D P U3 and cdQD ¤ 4. Note that D
has no bound on the orders of its finite subgroups, which follows from its
construction or from Linnell’s theorem on inaccessible groups [36].
With the exception of elementary amenable groups, it can be seen directly that all
the above groups lie in Uω0 , since for finite groups K, cdFK  pdZ k BpK,Zq  0
and for finitely generated abelian groups A, cdFA  pdZABpA,Zq  hpAq, the
Hirsch-length of A.
Lemma 3.9. Countable elementary amenable groups lie in Uω0 .
Proof. Suppose first that G is an elementary amenable group with pdZGBpG,Zq  d.
[4, Theorem 2.7] and [56, Proposition 2.1] imply that spliG ¤ d  1. It now follows
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from [23], that hpGq ¤ d   1. Furthermore, for countable elementary amenable
groups, cdFG ¤ hpGq   1 [20]. Thus cdFG ¤ pdZGBpG,Zq   2. The general
case now follows directly using the hierarchical description of elementary amenable
groups given in [31]: Let Y denote the class of all finitely generated abelian-by-finite
groups. For each ordinal α the class Xα is defined by
X0  I
Xα  pLXα1qY if α is a successor ordinal,
Xα 

β α Xβ if α is a limit ordinal.
The class of all elementary amenable groups is defined by setting
X 
¤
α¥0
Xα .
Note that countable elementary amenable groups lie in Xω0 . Let Z be a class of
groups and let G P LZ be a countable group, for which there is a finite B such that
for every finitely generated subgroup H of G, we have cdFH ¤ pdZH BpH,Zq  B.
Then automatically, G P FBZ. Since finitely generated abelian-by-finite groups lie
in B and by the above, for every countable group in X, there is such a B  2, the
claim follows. 
Also note that elementary amenable groups of finite Hirsch-length lie in U2 . By a
Theorem of Hillman and Linnell [25] they are locally finite-by virtually (torsion-free
soluble). Since virtually torsion-free soluble groups of finite Hirsch length belong to
B and finite groups satisfy pdZGBpG,Zq  cdFG  0, the above claim follows.
Let G be the finitely generated group constructed in [14] admitting the remarkable
decomposition G  A Z G .
Proposition 3.10. The group G has a bound on the orders of its finite subgroups
and belongs to B.
Proof. In [18] it is shown that the group G can be realised as the fundamental
group of a graph of groups Y with two orbits of vertices V Y and two orbits of edges
EY . Each finite subgroup of G must lie in one of the conjugates of the A factors.
Since A  xa; b | b3  1; a1ba  b1y every finite subgroup has order bounded by
3. Moreover, G  G1 L G2 where G1 and G2 are fundamental groups of graphs of
groups with all virtually cyclic stabilisers, and L is locally infinite cyclic. Hence, by
Lemma 3.2 and [40, Theorem 3.1] G P B. 
This is in contrast with finitely generated infinite groups of the form G  AG
with A infinite. By an argument similar to [21, Theorem 4.11], we see that these
groups must have infinite rational cohomological dimension. Tensoring with Q over
Z the augmented cellular chain complex of a classifying space for proper actions
leads to a QG-projective resolution of the trivial module Q, therefore if G  AG
(with A infinite) then G has infinite Bredon cohomological dimension.
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Remark 3.11. Note that if there is a countable (periodic) H1 F-group that does not
lie in U, then there exists a finitely generated (periodic) H1 F-group with no bound
on the orders of its finite subgroups. To see this, suppose that G is a countable
(periodic) H1 F-group not belonging to U. Then G is the directed union of its finitely
generated (periodic) subgroups, which are H1 F-groups. Hence G acts on a tree
with stabilisers conjugate to groups in the directed union. If every stabiliser was in
U so would be G, giving a contradiction. Hence, in particular, at least one of the
stabilisers does not lie in B, hence it can’t have a bound on the orders of its finite
subgroups.
Question 3.12. Are there countable H1 F-groups not contained in the class U?
The easiest example we know of, which lies in H1 F, yet it is unknown whether it
belongs to U, is SL3pFprtsq. Hence it might be advisable to consider the class of
S-arithmetic groups over global function fields. We start by fixing some notation.
Let S be a finite non-empty set of pairwise inequivalent valuations on a global
function field K. Let OS ¤ K be the ring of S-integers and let G be a reductive
K-group. Given a valuation v of K, Kv is the completion of K with respect to
v. If L{K is a field extension, the L-rank of G, rankL G is the dimension of a
maximal L-split torus of G. The K-group G is L-isotropic if rankL G  0. For
any connected non-commutative absolutely almost simple K-isotropic K-group
G, the S-arithmetic subgroup GpOSq acts on a building X of dimension equal to
kpG, Sq :
°
vPS rankKv G [10]. It turns out that the building X is a classifying
space for proper actions for GpOSq, see the theorem below. From the homological
properties of GpOSq we are able to easily determine most of its algebraic and
geometric dimensions.
We introduce the notion of Kropholler dimension, denoted KpGq: given a group G,
it is the minimal dimension of a contractible G-CW-complex with finite stabilisers.
By definition, G P H1F if and only if KpGq   8.
Theorem 3.13. Let H be a connected non-commutative absolutely almost simple K-
isotropic K-group. Then gdF HpOSq  KpHpOSqq  F cd HpOSq  cdQ HpOSq 
kpH, Sq.
Proof. Let H be
±
vPS HpKvq, then there is a kpH, Sq-dimensional Euclidean build-
ing X associated to H. Since HpOSq acts with finite stabilisers on X, and this
admits a CATp0q-metric, by [6, Proposition 5] we obtain that gdF HpOSq ¤ kpH, Sq.
By [8] the group HpOSq is of type FPkpH,Sq1. Note that HpOSq has no bound on
the orders of its finite subgroups as remarked in [22]. If the rational cohomologi-
cal dimension of HpOSq was less than kpH, Sq, an application of [37, Proposition
1] would give that HpOSq has a bound on the orders of its finite subgroups, a
contradiction. Therefore we have cdQ HpOSq  kpH, Sq and the result follows. 
4. Some consequences
Let us begin by recording that Proposition 1.3 and Theorem 3.5 imply that both
Talelli’s Conjecture 3 and the second author’s Conjecture 2 hold within Uω0 .
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Furthermore, if we assume that there are functions ρ1, ρ2 : N Ñ N such that for
every group of finite Bredon cohomological dimension we have cdFG ¤ ρ1pF cdGq
and cdFG ¤ ρ2psilpGq respectively, then arguments analogous to those in Theorem
3.7 imply that both conjectures hold in U .
Lemma 4.1. Let T be a G-tree with edge set E 

iPI LizG and vertex set
V 

jPJ NjzG. Then F cdpGq ¤ suptF cdNj | j P Ju   1.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence in F-
cohomology associated to the short exact F-split sequence: ZE ãÑZV Z [50]. 
Corollary 4.2. Suppose Conjecture 2 holds. Then there exists a function φ : NÑ N
such that gdFG ¤ φpF cdpGqq for every group G of finite F-cohomological dimension.
Proof. Assume by contradiction that there is no such function. Then there exists
an n ¡ 1 and a family of groups tGuiPN such that F cdGi ¤ n for every i and
limiÑ8 gdFGi  8
The group G  iPNGi has F cdG ¤ n   1 but gdFG  8 a contradiction. The
inequality F cdG ¤ n  1 follows from Lemma 4.1. Since G contains subgroups of
arbitrarily large Bredon geometric dimension we have gdFG  8. 
Remark 4.3. We can also make a statement in the same manner as in Corollary
4.2, involving silpG  spliG or pdZGpBpG,Zqq and Conjecture 3. The proof is
analogous to the above. In particular: Let λpGq denote either silpG  spliG or
pdZGpBpG,Zqq. If Conjecture 3 holds, then there is a function ψ : NÑ N such that
gdFG ¤ ψpλpGqq for every group G with λpGq   8.
Theorem 4.4. Let T be a G-tree with edge set E 

iPI LizG and vertex set
V 

jPJ NjzG. Then KpGq ¤ suptKpNjqjPJu   1. In particular G P H1 F if and
only if there is a bound on the Kropholler dimensions of the edge and vertex groups.
Proof. Replace the edge and vertex groups with suitable H1 F-spaces of minimal
dimension and proceed as in [41] to obtain an H1 F-space for G of dimension equal
to suptKpNjqjPJu   1. 
Corollary 4.5. If Conjecture 1 holds, then there exists a function γ : NÑ N such
that gdFG ¤ γpKpGqq for every H1 F-group G.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 4.4, and can be proved analogously to Corollary
4.2. 
Question 4.6. Does there exist a function γ : NÑ N such that gdFG ¤ γpKpGqq?
for all groups G admitting a finite-dimensional model for EFG .
Can we replace KpGq above by F cdG, spliG  silpG or pdZGBpG,Zq?
The only known examples where this function is not the identity are those of [38],
mentioned above.
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